Mathematics & Technology
Mini-Conference
California Mathematics Project at Fresno State - San Joaquin Valley Mathematics Project

Friday/Saturday October 3-4, 2014
Keynote: Technology and the Curious Mind
Technology is everywhere. It’s in
our workplaces and homes, our
backpacks and pockets, our eyeglasses and wristwatches, and—
most crucially—our classrooms.
And it's not going away. So the
question becomes: Are you using
technology in ways that stifle
your students, or in ways that
promote their most valuable,
most human qualities? Join us as our keynote
speaker Michael Fenton explores the role of technology in cultivating curiosity, creativity, and collaboration in the classroom. Michael blogs
at reasonandwonder.com and connects with other
educators on Twitter as @mjfenton.

Generous support was given by Bitwise Industries (the mothership of technological education,
collaboration, and innovation in Fresno), the
Mathematics and Science Teacher Initiative
(MSTI) at Fresno State, and the Fresno County
Office of Education.

12 unique, grade-span breakout sessions on Saturday

Location/Time: Friday 4:00-5:30 p.m. - Hors d’oeuvres
Fresno State, Kremen School of Education and Human Development - Room 140
Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
University High School—2611 Matoian Way, Fresno, CA
Registration Fee: (through September 22, 2014): $185 (Student Rate: $75)
Late Registration Fee: (September 23-26): $200
URL: http://fresno.k12oms.org/141-86950
More Information: Mike Chamberlain email: mchamberlain@fcoe.org
Registration: May Lee email: mayl@csufresno.edu

Saturday Schedule
Speaker

Mike
Fenton

Aileen
Rizo

John
Martin

Session #1
9:15-10:45
10 Free Digital Tools)
Join us for a tour of 10 free digital tools that will transform
your classroom. Learn how to
use technology to engage student interest, spark mathematical dialogue, and develop
conceptual understanding.

Session #2
11:00:12:30
Dynamic Graphing: Desmos
Beautiful. Intuitive. Powerful.
The world’s greatest graphing
calculator, available on anything with a web browser, from
smartphones to tablets to laptops. Oh, and it’s free!

(K-12)

(6-12)

Session #3
1:15-3:00
Dynamic Graphing: Desmos
Join us for an interactive session on Desmos, the free and
fantastically beautiful online
graphing calculator. Design engaging tasks, facilitate multirepresentational discussions,
and encourage graphing inquiry in your classroom. The
learning curve is low and the
sky’s the limit. (Bring a laptop
or tablet to the session for
maximum graphing joy.)
(6-12)

Coding and Mathematics
Gain access to resources and
hands-on experience through
demo lessons that integrate
Scratch-based coding into your
existing curriculum. This session is designed for teachers of
mathematics in grades 4-8.

Coding and Mathematics
Gain access to resources and
hands-on experience through
demo lessons that integrate
Scratch-based coding into your
existing curriculum. This session is designed for teachers of
mathematics in grades 4-8.

(4-8)

(4-8)

Spreadsheet Mathematics
Using Excel and GeoGebra, we
can make use of CCSS shift towards active data collection.
Learn how to display and analyze data using these dynamic
software applications.

GeoGebra and Algebra
Experience how GeoGebra can
bring coherence to an integrated mathematics approach. This
session’s focus is using GeoGebra to teach algebra without
seeing it as a discrete, disconnected mathematical topic.

(6-12)

(6-12)

Saturday Schedule
Speaker

Breck
Jacobs

Carl
Veater

Bryan
Sheldon

Session #1
9:15-10:45
GeoGebra and Geometry
Learn how to create dynamic
interactive geometric objects,
shapes, figures, and diagrams
with GeoGebra to pursue conceptual understanding and procedural skill fluency; or get
started now by using thousands of free GeoGebra activity
workbooks available on geogebratube.org.

Session #2
11:00:12:30

Session #3
1:15-3:00

(6-12)
TI-nSpire Technology
We will use TI-Nspire graphing
calculators to achieve the goals
of the Common Core State
Standards. We can achieve the
mathematical modeling demands as outlined in the CCSS,
and keep our students perplexed if we engage them with
technology.

TI-nSpire Technology
We will use TI-Nspire graphing
calculators to achieve the goals
of the Common Core State
Standards. We can achieve the
mathematical modeling demands as outlined in the CCSS,
and keep our students perplexed if we engage them with
technology.

(6-12)

(6-12)

GeoGebra and Calculus
Although the topics of algebra
and geometry are explicit in
the name, “GeoGebra”, there
are plenty of opportunities for
students to make connections
in a calculus course.

GeoGebra and Calculus
Although the topics of algebra
and geometry are explicit in
the name, “GeoGebra”, there
are plenty of opportunities for
students to make connections
in a calculus course.

(9-12)

(9-12)

